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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1182287A2] The loop catcher is carried in bearings to reciprocate transversely across the path of motion of the circularly-curved needle
(40). The unit (14) causing relative motion between sewing head (10) and sewn material (90), is so constructed that the seam formed, runs at
least approximately in the direction of the path of motion of the needle (40). Preferred features: A foot (60) holding the material down is located
on the carrier (20), having a slot corresponding with needle motion. The foot is height-adjustable on the carrier. The catcher is a pin fastened to
a swinging lever mounted to pivot on the carrier and connected to a drive. The needle drive is a reversible motor, geared to the needle shaft. The
drive includes a timing belt running on pinions of the drive motor and needle shaft. A further version of the needle drive employs an eccentric. A
cam drives the catcher and a reversible motor drive is included. The carrier translates in a frame of the sewing head, for back and forth parallel
adjustment relative to the movement between sewn material and sewing head. A guide prevents undesired side motion following penetration of the
material by the needle. The guide is an annular groove in a roller. The curved needle has a support contacting its convex exterior during at least part
of its stroke. This is a roller on a bearing with its axis parallel to the needle curve axis, and having a groove accepting the needle. It is adjustable
between a position contacting the needle, and a position avoiding it. The roller is carried on a swinging lever coupled to co-ordinate with needle
motion, between these two positions. The foot and a separate cutter, have co-operating cutting edges; that on the foot being at least one of the slot
edges. Foot and blade swing relative to one another about an axis perpendicular to the footplate surface. Cutter or footplate is arranged on a tube,
and the complementary component is arranged on a rod passing through the tube, coupled to a drive for pivoting.
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